9 Heart’s Desire (Sum of the vowels in the name = 9)
“Anywhere I see suffering, that is where I want to be, doing what I can.” - Princess Diana, 9 Heart’s Desire.
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Please note: The following WILL BE modified, to a greater or lesser extent, by other numbers in your chart!
Other strong 9 energy elsewhere will reinforce these potentials. Weak 9 energy or conflicting numbers
elsewhere will dilute these potentials (for a listing of numbers incompatible with 9, click here). Please keep
this in mind.
Potential Positives
•

You want to serve and inspire humanity in some capacity. There is a strong impulse inside you that wants
end human suffering. You want to help and share your talent(s) for the good of mankind.

•

Five common modes of serving, inspiring and helping are: (1) Sharing universal love and missionary work
(Mother Teresa and Mahatma Gandhi both had 9 Life Paths), (2) Sharing wisdom, knowledge and insight
(often as a teacher, counselor, consultant, minister, writer or psychic), (3) Sharing an inspiring
artistic/creative talent (often as a painter, photographer, actor, musician or poet, such as Kahlil Gibran), (4)
Sharing a healing talent (often as an acupuncturist, holistic health practitioner, naturopath, etc.), (5) Sharing
your material wealth (such as being a philanthropist).

•

You have a lucid, accepting, open, uninhibited and intuitive mind. You possess innate wisdom.

•

Secretly, you dream of having a big impact on the world for your humanitarian service.

•

You are tolerant, sympathetic, generous, forgiving and understanding of differing viewpoints.

•

You are fascinated by human nature and love meeting people from all walks of life.

•

You are rather bohemian and eccentric yourself, always heeding the call of your inner voice.

•

You are noble, charitable, wise and broad-minded. You have high ideals.

•

As generous as you are, you nonetheless love your freedom. Part of you would love to travel the world
without any limitations, restrictions or burdens.

•

You are a romantic idealist and Utopian dreamer at heart. You feel everything deeply!

•

You have boundless faith and trust in the universe to supply whatever you need at any time.

•

You are capable of putting the needs of others ahead of your own.

•

You have a great love of the arts and are often attracted to the arts as a vocation or hobby.
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•

At the highest level, you can give of yourself freely without wanting anything in return or worrying about
how your life will go. You just keep following the whispering dictates of your inner voice.

•

Paradoxically, the more you give the more you receive – spiritually and often materially (if that is part of
your destiny). Spiritual satisfaction for you is found by serving and sacrificing.

Potential Negatives
•

You may be too overly sensitive, very emotional and/or moody (emotions can sometimes be expressed
strongly with this Heart’s Desire). You often suffer through your emotions. Sometimes personal love is
denied so that you can more freely express universal love.

•

There can be tremendous inner conflict between your higher spiritual aims and wanting to do something for
humanity vs. your own personal ambitions and wanting to fulfill your own desires.

•

Be careful not to become overzealous or fanatical in espousing your cause to “help save humanity.”

•

You can be too perfectionistic with yourself because you want to be perfect. Recognize all the good you are
doing in the world even as you strive to become perfect.

•

Since your vision is on helping the masses, you can sometimes neglect and overlook the needs of your loved
ones. Those closest to you may perceive you as distant and aloof. You are a loving person so just be aware
of this tendency in you and direct some of your considerable love to your nearest and dearest.

•

If you have some self-centered numbers in your chart you may resent the fact that other people don’t give as
much as you do or that they don’t show appreciation for all that you do for them.

•

You may be a bit naïve, thinking that all people have the same humanitarian values as you do. It is hard for
you to believe that someone might not care deeply for the plight of another fellow human being.

•

As much as you sincerely want to be of service to others, some 9 Heart’s Desire people also like being in
front of an audience and can crave fame and the approval of the masses. Much depends on the other
numbers in your chart though.

•

You can sometimes be judgmental and critical of others. Since you want to be perfect you may project
some of your perfectionism onto others.

•

You can be arrogant. You may have innate wisdom that others don’t seem to have and you strive hard to be
perfect so you may consider yourself, even subtly, superior to others. People pick up on this so be aware of
it and remember, “Blessed are the meek, for they shall inherit the Earth.” (New King James Bible, Mathew
5:5)

Some famous people with a 9 Heart’s Desire (from the birth name in parentheses)
Abraham Lincoln (Abraham Lincoln), 16th President of the United States
Charles Manson (Charles Milles Maddox), criminal and leader of the Manson Family
Nancy Reagan (Anne Frances Robbins), First Lady of the United States from 1981-1989
Jimmy Carter (James Earl Carter), 39th President of the United States
Tom Cruise (Thomas Cruise Mapother), actor and film producer
Antonio Banderas (José Antonio Dominguez Banderas), actor
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Audrey Hepburn (Audrey Kathleen Ruston), actress
Georgia O’Keeffe (Georgia Totto O'Keeffe), artist
Johann Wolfgang von Goethe (Johann Wolfgang von Goethe), German writer
Angela Lansbury (Angela Brigid Lansbury), actress
Luciano Pavarotti (Luciano Pavarotti), Italian opera singer (operatic tenor to be precise)
Deepak Chopra (Deepak Chopra), physician, public speaker, author, and philosopher
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